Tolerance graphs model interval relations in such a way that intervals can tolerate a certain degree of overlap without being in conflict. This class of graphs has attracted many research efforts, mainly due to its interesting structure and its numerous applications, especially in DNA sequence analysis and resource allocation, among others. In one of the most natural generalizations of tolerance graphs, namely multitolerance graphs, two tolerances are allowed for each interval-one from the left and one from the right side of the interval. Then, in its interior part, every interval tolerates the intersection with others by an amount that is a convex combination of its two border-tolerances. In the comparison of DNA sequences between different organisms, the natural interpretation of this model lies on the fact that, in some applications, we may want to treat several parts of the genomic sequences differently. That is, we may want to be more tolerant at some parts of the sequences than at others. These two tolerances for every interval-together with their convex hull-define an infinite number of the so called tolerance-intervals, which make the multitolerance model inconvenient to cope with. In this article we introduce the first non-trivial intersection model for multitolerance graphs, given by objects in the 3-dimensional space called trapezoepipeds. Apart from being important on its own, this new intersection model proves to be a powerful tool for designing efficient algorithms. Given a multitolerance graph with n vertices and m edges along with a multitolerance representation, we present algorithms that compute a minimum coloring and a maximum clique in optimal O(n log n) time, and a maximum weight independent set in O(m + n log n) time. Moreover, our results imply an optimal O(n log n) time algorithm for the maximum weight independent set problem on tolerance graphs, thus closing the complexity gap for this problem. Additionally, by exploiting more the new 3D-intersection model, we completely classify multitolerance graphs in the hierarchy of perfect graphs. The resulting hierarchy of classes of perfect graphs is complete, i.e. all inclusions are strict.
Introduction
A graph G = (V , E) on n vertices is a tolerance graph if there exists a collection I = {I v | v ∈ V } of closed intervals on the real line and a set t = {t v | v ∈ V } of positive numbers, such that for any two vertices u, v ∈ V , uv ∈ E if and only if |I u ∩ I v | ≥ min{t u , t v }, where |I | denotes the length of the interval I . The pair I, t is called a tolerance representation of G. If G has a tolerance representation I, t , such that t v ≤ |I v | for every v ∈ V , then G is called a bounded tolerance graph and I, t a bounded tolerance representation of G.
Tolerance graphs have been introduced in [8] , in order to generalize some of the well known applications of interval graphs. If in the definition of tolerance graphs we replace the operation "min" between tolerances by "max", we obtain the class of max-tolerance graphs. Both tolerance and max-tolerance graphs have attracted many research efforts [2, 4, 5, 9-11, 16, 17, 21, 22] as they find numerous applications, especially in bioinformatics, constrained-based temporal reasoning, and resource allocation problems, among others [10, 11, 16, 17] . In particular, one of their applications is in the comparison of DNA sequences from different organisms or individuals by making use of a software tool like BLAST [1] .
BLAST takes a special genomic sequence Q as a parameter and returns all sequences from its database that share a strong similarity with at least some part of the input query sequence Q. The returned sequences from BLAST, together with the corresponding parts of Q with which they share a strong similarity, can be viewed as a tolerance or a max-tolerance graph (depending on the interpretation of "strong similarity"). Moreover, a subset of the returned sequences which share with each other a certain part of Q, are said to build a cluster. Such maximal clusters are exactly the maximal cliques of the corresponding tolerance (or max-tolerance) graph; it turns out that these clusters can be interpreted as functional domains carrying biologically meaningful information. There exist efficient algorithms that output all (at most O(n 3 )) possible maximal cliques of a max-tolerance graph [16, 17] , while the number of maximal cliques in a tolerance graph may be exponential [10] .
In some circumstances, we may want to treat different parts of the above genomic sequences in BLAST non-uniformly, since for instance some of them may be biologically less significant or we have less confidence in the exact sequence due to sequencing errors in more error prone genomic regions. That is, we may want to be more tolerant at some parts of the sequences than at others. This concept leads naturally to the notion of multitolerance (known also as bitolerance) graphs [11, 23] . The main idea is to allow two different tolerances to each interval, one to the left and one to the right side, respectively. Then, every interval tolerates in its interior part the intersection with other intervals by an amount that is a convex combination of these two border-tolerances.
Formally, let I = [l, r] be a closed interval on the real line and l t , r t ∈ I be two numbers between l and r, called tolerant points; note that it is not necessary that l t ≤ r t . For every λ ∈ [0, 1], we define the interval I l t ,r t (λ) = [l + (r t − l)λ, l t + (r − l t )λ], which is the convex combination of [l, l t ] and [r t , r]. Furthermore, we define the set I(I, l t , r t ) = {I l t ,r t (λ) | λ ∈ [0, 1]} of intervals. That is, I(I, l t , r t ) is the set of all intervals that we obtain when we linearly transform [l, l t ] into [r t , r]. For an interval I , the set of tolerance-intervals τ of I is defined either as τ = I(I, l t , r t ) for some values l t , r t ∈ I of tolerant points, or as τ = {R}. A graph G = (V , E) is a multitolerance graph if there exists a collection I = {I v | v ∈ V } of closed intervals and a family t = {τ v | v ∈ V } of sets of tolerance-intervals, such that: for any two vertices u, v ∈ V , uv ∈ E if and only if there exists an element Q u ∈ τ u with Q u ⊆ I v , or there exists an element Q v ∈ τ v with Q v ⊆ I u . Then, the pair I, t is called a multitolerance representation of G. As we will see in Sect. 2, tolerance graphs are a special case of multitolerance graphs. Note that, in general, the adjacency of two vertices u and v in a multitolerance graph G depend on both sets of tolerance-intervals τ u and τ v . However, since the real line R is not included in any finite interval, if τ u = {R} for some vertex u of G, then the adjacency of u with another vertex v of G depends only on the set of tolerance-intervals τ v of v. If G has a multitolerance representation I, t , in which τ v = {R} for every v ∈ V , then G is called a bounded multitolerance graph and I, t a bounded multitolerance representation of G.
Note by the definition of a multitolerance representation that, if two intervals do not contain each other then there is an edge if one interval contains the appropriate tolerant point of the other one. Furthermore, if an interval with bounded tolerance is contained in another interval, then there is always an edge between them. Moreover, intervals with unbounded tolerance correspond to independent sets. On the other hand, if an interval with unbounded tolerance is included in an interval with a bounded tolerance, then there may be an edge or not; this depends on whether the small interval includes at least one of the tolerance intervals of the large interval.
A graph is perfect if the chromatic number of every induced subgraph equals the clique number of that subgraph. Perfect graphs include many important families of graphs (e.g. tolerance graphs [11] and multitolerance graphs [23] ) and serve to unify results relating colorings and cliques in those families. For instance, in all perfect graphs, the coloring problem, maximum clique problem, and maximum independent set problem can all be solved in polynomial time using the ellipsoid method for linear programming [13] . However, although these algorithms are polynomial, they are not very efficient (the exact time complexity is not even mentioned in [13] ). Therefore, as it happens for most known subclasses of perfect graphs, it makes sense to devise specific fast algorithms for these problems on multitolerance graphs.
A graph G = (V , E) with n vertices is the intersection graph of a family F = {S 1 , . . . , S n } of subsets of a set S if there exists a bijection μ : V → F such that for any two distinct vertices u, v ∈ V , uv ∈ E if and only if μ(u) ∩ μ(v) = ∅. Then, F is called an intersection model of G. Note that every graph has a trivial intersection model based on adjacency relations [19] . Note also that a multitolerance representation is not an intersection model, since two intervals may intersect without the corresponding vertices being necessarily adjacent. Some intersection models provide a natural and intuitive understanding of the structure of a class of graphs, and turn out to be very helpful in the design of efficient algorithms that solve optimization problems [19] . Therefore, it is of great importance to establish non-trivial intersection models for families of graphs. In particular, many important graph classes can be described as intersection graphs of set families that are derived from some kind of geometric configuration.
For instance, a permutation (resp. parallelogram and trapezoid) graph is the intersection graph of line segments (resp. parallelograms and trapezoids) between two parallel lines L 1 and L 2 [7] . Such a representation with line segments (resp. parallelograms and trapezoids) is called a permutation (resp. parallelogram and trapezoid) representation of this graph. Recently, two natural intersection models for max-tolerance graphs [16] and for tolerance graphs [21] have been presented, given by semi-squares on the plane [16] and by parallelepipeds in the 3-dimensional space [21] , respectively. These two representations have been used to design efficient algorithms for several generally NP-hard optimization problems on tolerance and max-tolerance graphs, see [16, 17, 21] .
Bounded multitolerance graphs (also known as bounded bitolerance graphs [3, 11, 15] ) coincide with trapezoid graphs [11, 23] , which have received considerable attention in the literature, see [11] . However, the intersection model of trapezoids between two parallel lines can not cope with general multitolerance graphs, in which the set τ v of tolerance-intervals for a vertex v can be τ v = {R}. Therefore, the only way until now to deal with general multitolerance graphs was to use the inconvenient multitolerance representation, which uses an infinite number of tolerance-intervals. This is the main reason why, despite their apparent practical interpretation, only little is known about multitolerance graphs, e.g. that the minimum fill-in problem can be solved efficiently and that the difference between the pathwidth and the treewidth is at most one [23] .
Our Contribution In this article we introduce the first non-trivial intersection model for general multitolerance graphs, given by objects in the 3-dimensional space, called trapezoepipeds. This trapezoepiped representation unifies in a simple and intuitive way the widely known trapezoid representation for bounded multitolerance graphs and the parallelepiped representation for tolerance graphs [21] . The main idea is to exploit the third dimension to capture the information of the vertices with τ v = {R} as the set of tolerance-intervals. This intersection model can be constructed efficiently (in linear time), given a multitolerance representation.
Apart of being important on its own, the trapezoepiped representation can be also used to design efficient algorithms. Given a multitolerance graph with n vertices and m edges, we present algorithms that compute a minimum coloring and a maximum clique in O(n log n) time (which turns out to be optimal), and a maximum independent set in O(m + n log n) time (where Ω(n log n) is a lower bound for the complexity of this problem [6] ). In particular, it turns out that the latter algorithm can be used also for the case where we have weights on the vertices of the input graph; therefore we present the variation of the algorithm that solves the maximum weight independent set problem. Moreover, we present a variation of this algorithm that computes a maximum weight independent set in optimal O(n log n) time, when the input is a tolerance graph, thus closing the complexity gap of [21] . Note here that, although the parallelepiped representation of tolerance graphs is similar to the trapezoepiped representation of multitolerance graphs, the coloring and clique algorithms presented in [21] do not extend to the case of multitolerance graphs, and thus the algorithms presented here are new. On the contrary, the algorithm presented in [21] for the maximum weight independent set with complexity O(n 2 ) on tolerance graphs can be extended with the same time complexity to the case of multitolerance graphs; nevertheless we present here new algorithms for this problem that achieve better running times O(m + n log n) for multitolerance graphs and optimal O(n log n) for tolerance graphs.
It is noted that the only previously known algorithms for these problems on multitolerance graphs were the corresponding polynomial algorithms for perfect graphs [13] which are not very efficient. Furthermore, as we prove in this paper that multitolerance graphs are also a subset of weakly chordal graphs (cf. Sect. 6), it follows that these problems can be solved in O(n 4 ) time on multitolerance graphs using the corresponding algorithms for weakly chordal graphs [24] . In order to provide our O(n log n) coloring and clique algorithms for multitolerance graphs, we first introduce a special kind of the trapezoepiped representation, called the canonical representation. We then provide an algorithm which, given a trapezoepiped representation of a multitolerance graph G with n vertices, computes a canonical representation for G in O(n log n) time. This algorithm is used as the main tool for our coloring and clique algorithms. In contrast, our weighted independent set algorithm does not use the canonical representation. It is important to note here that, as the recognition of multitolerance graphs remains open, all algorithms assume that a multitolerance (resp. a trapezoepiped) representation of the given multitolerance graph is provided as input.
Finally, we prove several structural results on the class of multitolerance graphs, using our new intersection model and some known results from the hierarchy of perfect graphs given in [11] . In particular, we prove that multitolerance graphs strictly include tolerance and trapezoid graphs, as well as that they are strictly included in weakly chordal and in co-perfectly orderable graphs. Furthermore, we prove that multitolerance graphs are incomparable with alternately orientable and cocomparability graphs, i.e. none of these classes includes the other one. These results complement the hierarchy of perfect graphs given in [11] . The resulting hierarchy of classes of perfect graphs is complete, i.e. all inclusions are strict.
Notation In this article we follow standard notation and terminology, see for instance [11] . We consider finite, simple, and undirected graphs. Given a graph G = (V , E), we denote by n the cardinality of V . An edge between vertices u and v is denoted by uv, and in this case vertices u and v are said to be adjacent. G denotes the complement of G, i.e. G = (V , E), where uv ∈ E if and only if uv / ∈ E. Given a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , the graph G[S] denotes the graph induced by the vertices in S, i.e. G[S] = (S, F ), where for any two vertices u, v ∈ S, uv ∈ F if and only if uv ∈ E. A subset S ⊆ V is an independent set in G if the graph G[S] has no edges. For a subset K ⊆ V , the induced subgraph G[K] is a complete subgraph of G, or a clique, if each two of its vertices are adjacent. The maximum cardinality of a clique in G is denoted by ω(G) and is termed the clique number of G. A proper coloring of G is an assignment of different colors to adjacent vertices, which results in a partition of V into independent sets. The minimum number of colors for which there exists a proper coloring is denoted by χ(G) and is termed the chromatic number of G. A proper coloring of G with χ(G) colors, i.e. a partition of V into χ(G) independent sets, is a minimum coloring of G.
Organization of the Paper
We present the new intersection model for multitolerance graphs in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we present a canonical representation of multitolerance graphs and an algorithm that computes it in O(n log n) time. Then, using this algorithm, we present in Sect. 4 optimal O(n log n) time coloring and clique algorithms for multitolerance graphs. In Sect. 5 we present algorithms that compute a maximum weight independent set in O(m + n log n) time on a multitolerance graph, and in optimal O(n log n) time on a tolerance graph. In Sect. 6 we classify multitolerance graphs in the hierarchy of perfect graphs of [11] . Finally, we discuss the presented results and further research in Sect. 7.
An Intersection Model for Multitolerance Graphs
In this section we present a 3D intersection model for general multitolerance graphs, which unifies the intersection model of trapezoids in the plane for bounded multitolerance graphs [11] and that of parallelepipeds in the 3-dimensional space for tolerance graphs [21] . Given a multitolerance graph G = (V , E) along with a multitolerance representation I, t of G, recall that vertex v ∈ V corresponds to an interval I v = [l v , r v ] on the real line and a set τ v of tolerance-intervals, where either τ v = I(I v , l t v , r t v ) for some values l t v , r t v ∈ I v of tolerant points, or τ v = {R}.
Definition 1 Given a multitolerance representation of a multitolerance graph
Otherwise, v is unbounded. V B and V U are the sets of bounded and unbounded vertices in V , respectively. Clearly V = V B ∪ V U .
Definition 2 For a vertex
are the left tolerance and the right tolerance of v, respectively. Moreover, if v ∈ V U , then t v = ∞ is the tolerance of v.
It can be now easily seen by Definition 2 that if we set t v,1 = t v,2 for every vertex v ∈ V , then we obtain a tolerance representation, in which t v,1 = t v,2 is the (unique) tolerance of v. We may assume w.l.o.g. that no two bounded vertices share an endpoint or tolerant point, i.e. {l u , r u , l t u , r t u } ∩ {l v , r v , l t v , r t v } = ∅ for all u, v ∈ V B with u = v [23] . Furthermore, by possibly performing a small shift of the endpoints and the tolerant points, we may assume w.l.o.g. that t v,1 , t v,2 > 0 for every v ∈ V and that the left and right tolerances for every bounded vertex are distinct, 
For more details in the cases of tolerance and bounded multitolerance graphs we refer to [11] .
Let now L 1 and L 2 be two parallel lines at unit distance in the Euclidean plane. In the following we define for every vertex v ∈ V a trapezoid T v in the plane between the lines L 1 and L 2 . The values tan φ and cot φ = 1 tan φ denote the tangent and the cotangent of a slope φ, respectively. Furthermore, φ = arccot x is the slope φ, for which cot φ = x. 
An example is depicted in Fig. 1 , where T u and T v correspond to bounded vertices u and v, and T w corresponds to an unbounded vertex w. For each of these trapezoids, the corresponding interval (together with the associated tolerant points, if the vertex is bounded) is drawn above the trapezoid for better visibility. The left (resp. right) tolerant points are depicted by a square (resp. cycle 
the definition of a multitolerance representation). Furthermore, for the slope φ u (x), as defined in Definition 4 (cf. Fig. 1 ), it follows that cot φ u (
Therefore, since cot φ u,1 = c u − a u and cot φ u,2 = b u − d u , the next observation follows. Definition 5 Let G = (V , E) be a multitolerance graph with a multitolerance rep-
Observation 1 Let
be the greatest distance between two interval endpoints. For every vertex v ∈ V , the trapezoepiped T v of v is the convex set of points in R 3 defined as follows:
Note by the definition of Δ that Δ − cot φ v,1 ≥ 0 and Δ − cot φ v,2 ≥ 0 for every v ∈ V . Furthermore, observe that for each interval I v , the trapezoid T v of Definition 3 (see also Fig. 1 ) coincides with the projection of the trapezoepiped T v on the plane z = 0. An example of this construction is given in Fig. 2 . A multitolerance graph G with seven vertices {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 7 } is depicted in Fig. 2(a) , while the trapezoepiped representation of G is illustrated in Fig. 2(b We next prove in Theorem 1 that the trapezoepiped representation forms a 3-dimensional intersection model for the class of multitolerance graphs (namely, that every multitolerance graph G can be viewed as the intersection graph of the corresponding trapezoepipeds T v ). To this end, we first prove the next two lemmas.
Proof Let first u ∈ V U , i.e. u is unbounded. Then T u and T v are both line segments on the disjoint planes z = Δ − cot φ u and z = Δ − cot φ v of R 3 , and thus 
Therefore, since T u is convex, it follows that the line T v lies above the trapezoepiped (a v ). This completes the proof of the lemma.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. ∈ E, since no two unbounded vertices are adjacent in a multitolerance graph G. Suppose in the following of the proof that u ∈ V B or v ∈ V B (or both).
Theorem 1 Let G = (V , E) be a multitolerance graph with a multitolerance repre-
Suppose that On the other hand, consider the tolerance-interval
Case 1b. Suppose now that v ∈ V U , and thus u ∈ V B . Then τ v = {R}, and thus
On the other hand,
Case 2a. Suppose first that v ∈ V B . Then, necessarily T u ∩ T v = ∅ by the definition of a trapezoepiped representation, since both u, v ∈ V B and T u ∩ T v = ∅. We will now prove that also uv ∈ E. Let first c v < b u on the line L 1 and consider the tolerance-interval 
Let now φ v > φ u (a v ), and thus in particular y > c v . Then T u ∩ T v = ∅ by Lemma 2. On the other hand, consider any tolerance (a v ). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Clearly, for each v ∈ V the trapezoepiped T v can be constructed in constant time; therefore the next lemma follows directly.
Lemma 3 Given a multitolerance representation of a multitolerance graph G with n vertices, a trapezoepiped representation of G can be constructed in O(n) time.

A Canonical Representation of Multitolerance Graphs
In this section we introduce a canonical representation of multitolerance graphs, which is a special kind of a trapezoepiped representation. Moreover, we present an efficient algorithm that constructs in O(n log n) time a canonical representation of a multitolerance graph G with n vertices, given any trapezoepiped representation of G. This algorithm proves to be useful for designing efficient algorithms on multitolerance graphs for the minimum coloring and the maximum clique problems with optimal running time O(n log n), as we will present in Sect. 4. First, we state the following definition, similarly to the case of tolerance graphs [21] (see also [10, 11] ). ∈ E for every hovering vertex u of v, while u can be both bounded or unbounded. 
Lemma 4 Let G = (V , E) be a multitolerance graph, R be a trapezoepiped representation of G, and v ∈ V U be an inevitable unbounded vertex in R. Then, N(v) ⊆ N(u) for every hovering vertex u of v.
Proof
Therefore T u ∩ T w = ∅, and thus also T u ∩ T w = ∅, i.e. w ∈ N(u), since both u and w are bounded. 
where u is unbounded. This completes the proof of the lemma.
The reader who is familiar with the equivalence between the multitolerance representation (using intervals) and the trapezoepiped representation may observe that if a vertex u is a hovering vertex of an unbounded vertex v (cf. Definition 6) then the interval I v of v is included in the interval I u of u in the multitolerance representation, and thus the hovering set of v coincides with the set W v = {w ∈ V | I v ⊆ I w and vw / ∈ E} in the notation of [23] . Note that this observation also provides an alternative way of proving Lemma 4 (using the multitolerance representation rather than the trapezoepiped representation). In the next definition we introduce the notion of a canonical representation of a multitolerance graph G. Since R is a canonical representation and u is unbounded, it follows that u is an inevitable unbounded vertex of G in R. Then, since φ v > φ u , it follows by the choice of v that the unbounded vertex u has at least one hovering vertex u in R, which is bounded. That is, u u / ∈ E and replacing 
Thus, u is a hovering vertex of v. This is a contradiction to the assumption on v, since u is bounded. Therefore, for every inevitable unbounded vertex v ∈ V U , there exists a hovering vertex u of v, which is bounded. This completes the proof of the lemma.
The Construction of a Canonical Representation
In this section we present Algorithm 1 that constructs a canonical representation of a multitolerance graph G, given a trapezoepiped representation of G. To this end, we first provide some notions of computational geometry, which play a crucial role in our algorithm. An example of a set L of non-vertical line segments in the Euclidean plane is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In this figure, the lower envelope Env(L) of L is drawn gray for better visibility.
The lower envelope Env(L) of such a set L consists also of line segments (cf. Fig. 3) , and thus Env(L) can be also specified by the endpoints of its segments. Given a set of n line segments in the plane, the lower envelope of these segments can be computed in O(n log n) time using the algorithm presented in [14] . During the computation of Env(L) by this algorithm, we can in the same time also store for every line segment s of Env(L) the line segment of L, in which s belongs. We define now two subsets U 1 and U 2 of the set of inevitable unbounded vertices. 
else {v ∈ V B } 6:
Compute the set U 1 of inevitable unbounded vertices in R and a hovering vertex u ∈ V U of v, for every v ∈ U 1 , by the algorithm of [21] 9: Compute the lower envelope Env(L) of L by the algorithm of [14] {During the computation of Env(L), store for every line segment s of Env(L), the line segment u,1 or u,2 of L, in which s belongs}
Let u,1 or u,2 be the line segment of L, in which s belongs 13: u ∈ V B is a hovering vertex of v 14: else {v is evitable unbounded} 15: Replace 
Definition 9
Let v ∈ V U be an inevitable unbounded vertex. Then, v ∈ U 1 (resp. v ∈ U 2 ) if there exists at least one hovering vertex u ∈ H (v) of v, such that u is unbounded (resp. u is bounded).
Note that, given a trapezoepiped representation of a multitolerance graph G, the sets U 1 and U 2 are not necessarily disjoint, since an unbounded vertex may have both unbounded and bounded hovering vertices. On the other hand, since every in- evitable unbounded vertex has at least one hovering vertex (cf. Definition 6), U 1 ∪ U 2 coincides with the set of inevitable unbounded vertices.
We associate now with every unbounded vertex v ∈ V U the point p v = (x v , y v ) in the Euclidean plane, where x v = a v and y v = Δ − cot φ v . Moreover, we associate with every bounded vertex u ∈ V B three points In the following, let L = { u,1 , u,2 | u ∈ V B } be the 2|V B | line segments that are associated with the bounded vertices u ∈ V B . For an arbitrary point p = (x, y) in the plane, we say that p lies above Env(L) (resp. above the line segment u,1 or u,2 of L) if there exists a point p = (x, y ) of Env(L) (resp. of u,1 or u,2 ), such that y > y . The next lemma, which is crucial for the analysis of Algorithm 1, characterizes the vertices of U 2 using the lower envelope Env(L) of L. Proof Let u ∈ V B be a bounded vertex and consider an arbitrary point
Thus, the point of the line segment u,1 with abscissa
, and thus
That is, the point of the line segment u,1 with abscissa 
That is, the point of the line segment u,2 with abscissa
Let v ∈ V U be an unbounded vertex, such that the point p v = (x v , y v ) lies above Env(L). That is, there exists a point p = (x v , y ) ∈ Env(L), such that y v > y . This point p belongs to the line segment u,1 or to the line segment u,2 , for some bounded vertex u ∈ V B . In the example of Fig. 4(b) , the point p v 1 (resp. p v 2 ) that is associated to the unbounded vertex v 1 (resp. v 2 ) lies above the line segment u,1 (resp. u,2 ) that is associated with the bounded vertex u (cf. Fig. 4(b) ).
Suppose that p belongs to a line segment u,1 , where 
Recall now that the point of the line segment u,1 with abscissa 3 , respectively, and we compute the set
Then, we consider the part R of the initial trapezoepiped representation R that consists only of the trivial trapezoepipeds (lines) T v , for every unbounded vertex v ∈ V U . Note that the graph induced by the vertices of V U is an independent set with cardinality |V U |, since no two unbounded vertices in a multitolerance graph are adjacent. Furthermore, R is a special case of a parallelepiped representation 1 (see [21] ). We use now Algorithm 1 of [21] that computes in particular all inevitable unbounded vertices v of a given parallelepiped representation, as well as a hovering vertex u for each one of them. Note that, by the definition of R , Algorithm 1 of [21] is applied only to the graph induced by the unbounded vertices of G in R. Observe now that the computed inevitable unbounded vertices v by this algorithm are exactly the vertices of U 1 (cf. Definition 9). Furthermore, for each of these vertices v ∈ U 1 , the computed hovering vertex u is unbounded.
In the sequel, we use the algorithm presented in [14] to compute the lower envelope Env(L) of the computed set L of 2|V B | line segments. During the computation of Env(L) by this algorithm, we also store in the same time for every line segment s of Env(L) the line segment of L, in which s belongs.
After the lower envelope Env(L) of L has been computed, we check for every unbounded vertex v ∈ V U \ U 1 whether the point p v lies above Env(L). We distinguish the following cases:
1 Note here that, in a parallelepiped representation of a tolerance graph, the height of the line P v that corresponds to an unbounded vertex v, equals the slope φ v of the line P v , which is the projection of P v to the plane z = 0; for details, see [21] . On the other hand, in the trapezoepiped representation R (T v , a v , c v ) in the current trapezoepiped representation and we consider from now on v as a bounded vertex. This replacement does not add any new edge to G, since v is evitable.
Regarding the time complexity, the initialization of the trapezoepiped representations R and R in line 1, as well as the computation of the O(n) points and O(n) line segments in lines 2-7 can be done in linear O(n) time. Furthermore, lines 8 and 9 of Algorithm 1 can be executed in O(n log n) time [14, 21] . Recall that, during the computation of Env(L) by the algorithm presented in [14] , we also store in the same time for every line segment s of Env(L) the line segment of L, in which s belongs. Furthermore, note that the endpoints of the line segments of Env(L) are returned sorted increasingly according to their x values [14] .
After the lower envelope Env(L) of L has been computed, we check for every unbounded vertex v ∈ V U in O(log n) time whether the point p v = (x v , y v ) lies above Env(L) (cf. line 11). This can be done as follows. Among all endpoints of the line segments of Env(L), we compute in O(log n) time the endpoint p 1 = (x 1 , y 1 ) (resp. p 2 = (x 2 , y 2 )), such that x 1 (resp. x 2 ) is the greatest (resp. the smallest) value with Then, the execution of each of the lines 12, 13, and 15 can be simply done in constant time. Therefore, since the lines 11-15 are executed |V U \ U 1 | = O(n) times, the complexity of the lines 10-15 is O(n log n). Summarizing, the total time complexity of Algorithm 1 in O(n log n). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Coloring and Clique Algorithms in O(n log n) Time
Minimum Coloring
In the next theorem we present an optimal O(n log n) algorithm for computing a minimum coloring of a multitolerance graph G with n vertices, given any trapezoepiped representation of G. This algorithm uses Algorithm 1 to compute efficiently a canonical representation of G, as well as the algorithm of [6] that computes a coloring of a given trapezoid graph with n vertices in optimal O(n log n) time. Create a pointer from the hovering vertex u v of v to the vertex v 6: for every vertex u ∈ V B that has at least one pointer do 7: Assign the color of u to every vertex v ∈ V U that is reachable from u by a sequence of pointers Proof We present Algorithm 2 that computes a minimum coloring of G. First, we compute from the initial trapezoepiped representation R of G a canonical representation R of G by Algorithm 1. Denote by V B and V U the sets of bounded and unbounded vertices of G in the canonical representation R , respectively. Then, the induced subgraph G[V B ] of G on the vertices of V B is a bounded multitolerance (also called bounded bitolerance) graph, i.e. a trapezoid graph [11, 23] . Thus, we compute a minimum coloring of G[V B ] using the algorithm of [6] .
Note that every unbounded vertex v ∈ V U is inevitable, since R is canonical. Furthermore, exactly one hovering vertex u v is assigned to every v ∈ V U by Algorithm 1. Now, for every v ∈ V U , we create a pointer from u v to v. Since every v ∈ V U has exactly one hovering vertex u v assigned to it, it follows that after the execution of lines 4-5 every v ∈ V U has exactly one incoming pointer from some vertex u v .
Consider now an arbitrary inevitable unbounded vertex v ∈ V U and its hovering vertex N(u) . Therefore, the coloring is well defined. Now, starting from every bounded vertex u ∈ V B , we assign the color of u (in the coloring of G[V B ]) to every unbounded vertex v that is reachable from u by a sequence of pointers. It remains to prove that this coloring is a proper coloring of G. Suppose otherwise that there exists a vertex v ∈ V U and a vertex w ∈ N(v), such that u and w have the same color. Then w is bounded in both representations R and R , since two unbounded vertices are never adjacent and w ∈ N(v). Let u ∈ V B be the unique vertex in G, such that v can be reached from u by a sequence of pointers. Then N(v) ⊆ N(u) by the previous paragraph, and thus also w ∈ N(u). Furthermore, by definition of the coloring, all u, v, and w have the same color. This is a contradiction, since u, w ∈ V B and the coloring of G[V B ] is proper. Therefore, for every vertex v ∈ V U , all vertices w ∈ N(v) have different color than v, and thus the constructed coloring of G is proper. Furthermore, this coloring is minimum, since the constructed coloring of G[V B ] in line 3 is also minimum [6] .
Regarding the time complexity, the computation of the canonical representation R of G can be done in O(n log n) time by Theorem 2. Furthermore, a minimum coloring of G[V B ] can be computed by the algorithm of [6] in O(n log n) time. The execution of the lines 4-5 can be done in linear O(n) time, since we visit every vertex v ∈ V U once. Finally, the execution of the lines 6-7 can be also done in linear O(n) time, by traversing the graph G following the pointers that we created in lines 4-5. Summarizing, Algorithm 2 computes a minimum coloring of G in O(n log n) time. Moreover, since Ω(n log n) is a lower bound for the time complexity of the minimum coloring problem on tolerance graphs [21] and on trapezoid graphs 2 [6] , it follows that Algorithm 2 has also optimal running time. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Maximum Clique
In the next theorem we present an optimal O(n log n) time algorithm for computing a maximum clique of a multitolerance graph G with n vertices, given any trapezoepiped representation of G. This algorithm uses Algorithm 1 for the efficient construction of a canonical representation of G, as well as the algorithm of [6] that computes a maximum clique of a given trapezoid graph with n vertices in optimal O(n log n) time.
Theorem 4
A maximum clique of a multitolerance graph G with n vertices can be computed in optimal O(n log n) time. 2 There exists a lower time bound of Ω(n log n) for computing the length of a longest increasing subsequence in a permutation [6] , and thus the same lower bound holds for computing a maximum clique and a maximum independent set in a permutation graph G. Furthermore, since permutation graphs are perfect graphs [7] , the chromatic number χ(G) of a permutation graph G equals the clique number ω(G) of G. Thus, Ω(n log n) is a lower time bound for computing the chromatic number of a permutation graph. Finally, since the class of permutation graphs is a subclass of trapezoid graphs [11] , the same lower bounds apply to trapezoid graphs.
Proof First we compute a canonical representation of G in O(n log n) time by Algorithm 1. By the correctness of Algorithm 2, cf. the proof of Theorem 3, it follows that χ(G) = χ(G[V B ]), where χ(H ) denotes the chromatic number of a given graph H . Since multitolerance graphs are perfect graphs [23], ω(G) = χ(G) and ω(G[V B ]) = χ(G[V B ]), where ω(H ) denotes the clique number of a given graph H . Therefore ω(G) = ω(G[V B ]).
We compute now a maximum clique Q of the bounded multitolerance (i.e. trapezoid) graph G[V B ] in O(n log n) time by the algorithm presented in [6] for trapezoid graphs. Then, since ω (G) = ω(G[V B ] ), Q is a maximum clique of G as well. Finally, since Ω(n log n) is a lower bound for the time complexity of the maximum clique problem on tolerance graphs [21] and on trapezoid graphs [6] , it follows that the clique algorithm for multitolerance graphs has also optimal running time. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Weighted Independent Set Algorithm in O(m + n log n) Time
In this section we present Algorithm 3 that computes the value of a maximum weight independent set of a multitolerance graph G = (V , E) with n vertices and m edges in O(m + n log n) time, given a trapezoepiped representation of G and a weight w(v) > 0 for every v ∈ V . Although the algorithm presented in [21] for the maximum weight independent set on tolerance graphs with complexity O(n 2 ) can be extended with the same time complexity to the case of multitolerance graphs with a given trapezoepiped representation, we present here a new algorithm for multitolerance graphs that achieves a better running time O(m + n log n). Thus this algorithm improves also the best known running time of O(n 2 ) for the maximum weight independent set on tolerance graphs [21] . Note here that Ω(n log n) is a lower bound for the time complexity of this problem on trapezoid graphs [6] , and thus also on multitolerance graphs.
First, given a trapezoepiped representation of a multitolerance graph G = (V , E), we sort on the line L 2 the points {a v , d v | v ∈ V } of the trapezoids T v , v ∈ V , and we visit these points sequentially from right to left. Note that a v = d v for every unbounded vertex v ∈ V U . A vertex v is called processed only after we visit the endpoint a v of T v . During the execution of the algorithm we maintain two finite sets M and H of O(n) weighted markers each on the line L 1 , which are placed at some points c v , where v ∈ V . We maintain the sets M and H in such a way that values can be inserted to and deleted from these sets, as well as the predecessor or successor of a given query value can be found. Using binary search trees, for instance AVL-trees, all these operations can be executed in O(log n) time [12] . In the following of the analysis of Algorithm 3, we will use for simplicity of the presentation the variable m to denote a marker of the set M (rather than the number of edges of G); furthermore, we will refer by |E| to the number of edges of G.
The markers of the set M are placed at points c v on the line L 1 , for some bounded vertices v ∈ V B . After an iteration of the algorithm, where the vertices of the set U ⊆ V have been processed, the weight W (m) of a marker m placed at the point c v on the line L 1 equals the maximum weight of an independent set, which includes only vertices u ∈ U such that c v ≤ c u . Moreover, a marker m is placed at c v only if such a maximum weight independent set includes the (bounded) vertex v. . After an iteration of the algorithm, where the vertices of the set U ⊆ V have been processed, there is a weighted marker h ∈ H placed at the point c v on L 1 , for every unbounded vertex v ∈ V U ∩ U , while the weight w(h) of h equals the weight w(v) of vertex v. Furthermore, in the AVL-tree of the set H , we store at every internal vertex x also a label with the total weight of the tree that consists of x and its right subtree. Note that after an insertion of a new marker h to the AVL-tree that stores H , we can update in O(log n) time these labels of the internal vertices, as follows. First, we need to update a constant number of labels during the "trinode restructure" operation (for more details, see [12] ). Then, following the path from the internal vertex that stores the new marker h to the root, we add the weight w(h) of h to the label of every internal vertex that has h in its right subtree.
For every two points q and q on L 1 , where q < q , denote for simplicity by H [q, q ) (resp. H [q, +∞)) the set of the markers h in the current set H that have been placed in the semi-closed interval [q, q ) (resp. in the subline [q, +∞)) of L 1 . Denote also by w (H [q, q ) ) (resp. w(H [q, +∞))) the sum of the weights of the markers h ∈ H [q, q ) (resp. h ∈ H [q, +∞)). For simplicity, in the case where q = q, we set w (H [q, q) H [q , q ) ). For every point q on L 1 , we can compute in O(log n) time the value w(H [q, +∞)), as follows. First, we locate in O(log n) time the leftmost marker h ∈ H that has been placed at a point q , such that q ≤ q . Then, we follow in the AVL-tree of H the path from the root to the internal vertex x that stores h and sum up the label stored at x and the labels stored at the internal vertices of this path, at which we follow the left child. Furthermore, since w(H [q, q )) = w(H [q, +∞)) − w(H [q , +∞)) for every two points q, q on the line L 1 such that q ≤ q , we can compute the value w(H [q, q )) in O(log n) time as well.
In the following we present our Algorithm 3 that computes the value of a maximum weight independent set of a multitolerance graph G, given a trapezoepiped representation of G. A slight modification of this algorithm computes in the same time also a maximum weight independent set of G, instead of its value. For every marker m ∈ M (resp. h ∈ H ), we denote by p m (resp. p h ) the point of L 1 , at which the marker m (resp. h) is placed.
We now prove in the next lemma that Algorithm 3 maintains a monotonicity property of the weights of the markers in the set M, which is crucial for the proof of correctness of the algorithm.
Lemma 7 Let m 1 and m 2 be two markers of M after an iteration of Algorithm
Proof The proof is done by induction on the iterations of lines 9-23 of the algorithm. The condition of the lemma clearly holds before the first iteration, since initially the set M has only one marker m 0 . This proves the induction basis. Suppose that the condition of the lemma holds after an iteration of the algorithm. For the induction step, consider the next iteration, during which the algorithm visits a point p ∈ {a v , d v | v ∈ V } on the line L 2 . We distinguish in the following the cases regarding the point p. 
Definition 10 Let U ⊆ V be a set of vertices and y be a point of the line L 1 . Then we define Opt(U, y) to be a maximum weight independent set, which includes only vertices u ∈ U such that y ≤ c u . The weight w(Opt(U, y)) is the total weight of the vertices of Opt(U, y). , y) ) using only the markers of the sets M and H after this iteration. For the sake of presentation, we may not distinguish in the following between the set H [q, q ) of markers (for some points q, q on the line L 1 ) and the set of the corresponding unbounded vertices, whenever this slight abuse of notation does not cause any confusion. Suppose that the condition of the lemma holds after an iteration of the algorithm, where the vertices of the set U ⊆ V have been processed. For the induction step, consider the next iteration, during which the algorithm visits a point p ∈ {a v , d v | v ∈ V } on the line L 2 . Let m y (resp. m y ) be the leftmost marker of M, for which y ≤ p m y (resp. y ≤ p m y ) after (resp. before) the iteration of the algorithm that the point p is visited. We distinguish in the following the cases regarding the currently visited point p of L 2 . Let S v be a maximum weight independent set, which includes the unbounded vertex v and vertices u ∈ U such that y ≤ c u . We will prove that the total weight of the vertices of S v is w (S v 
Suppose now that Algorithm 3 visits the point
p ∈ {a v , d v | v ∈ V } of the line L 2 at some iteration. Then, U = {u ∈ V | p ≤ a v } is
Lemma 8 Let U ⊆ V be the set of vertices that have been processed after an iteration of Algorithm
without the weight w(h) = w(v).
Note that for every vertex u of the independent set Opt(U, p h ) we have p h < c u . Therefore, for every vertex u ∈ Opt(U, p h ) and every unbounded vertex u ∈ {v} ∪ H [y, p h ), Lemma 1 implies that T u ∩ T u = ∅, i.e. uu / ∈ E, since c u ≤ p h < c u for all such vertices u, u . Thus, since Opt(U, p h ) is optimal (before the process of v), it follows that the set Opt(U, p h ) ∪ {v} ∪ H [y, p h ) is a maximum weight independent set that includes vertex v, as well as unbounded vertices u ∈ U with y ≤ c u and bounded vertices u ∈ U with p h < c u . Therefore, since p h = c v < c u for every bounded vertex u of S v , it follows that the independent sets S v and Opt(U, p h ) ∪ {v} ∪ H [y, p h ) have the same total weight. Moreover, note that the weight of Opt(U,
, where the value w (H [y, p m  *  ) ) is computed after the insertion of h to H . For the sequel of the analysis for Case 1, we will compare the total weight w(S v ) of S v with the weight w (Opt(U, y) ) of the independent set Opt(U, y) that does not include vertex v. It is easy to see that if w (S v (U, y) ). Note that the induction hypothesis implies that Opt(U, y) = W (m y ) + w (H [y, p m y ) ), where here the value w (H [y, p m y ) ) is computed before the insertion of h to H . Recall that y ≤ p h . Therefore, either y ≤ p h < p m y or y ≤ p m y < p h , as we distinguish in the following cases. We will now prove that the computed value W (v) equals the maximum weight of an independent set, which includes the bounded vertex v and vertices of the set U = {u ∈ V | a v < a u , c v < c u }. This fact will be used for the proof of the induction step in Suppose first that c v < y. Then for every vertex u ∈ U ∪ {v} such that y ≤ c u , it follows that u = v, i.e. u ∈ U . Therefore Opt(U ∪ {v}, y) = Opt(U, y). Furthermore m y = m y , since the markers of M to the right of c v (and thus also to the right of y) remain the same before and after the process of v. Therefore, the induction hypothesis implies that Opt(U ∪ {v}, y) = Opt(U, y) = W (m y ) + w (H [y, p m y ) ), since m y = m y .
Suppose now that y ≤ c v . Let S v be a maximum weight independent set, which includes the bounded vertex v and vertices u ∈ U such that y ≤ c u . We will prove that the total weight of the vertices of S v is w (S v ) = W (v) + w(H [y, c v ) ). First note that, since all vertices of U have been processed by the algorithm before v, it follows in particular that a v < a u for every u ∈ S v \ {v}. Suppose that c u < c v for a bounded vertex u ∈ S v \ {v}. Then T u ∩ T v = ∅, and thus also T u ∩ T v = ∅, since both u and v are bounded. That is, uv ∈ E, which is a contradiction, since S v is an independent set. Therefore c v < c u for every bounded vertex u ∈ S v \ {v}. Thus, every vertex u ∈ S v \ {v} with c u < c v is an unbounded vertex that corresponds to a marker of the set H [y, c v ) . Recall by the analysis of Case 2 that W (v) equals the maximum weight of an independent set, which includes the bounded vertex v and vertices of the set U = {u ∈ V | a v < a u , c v < c u }. Furthermore, Lemma 1 implies that T u ∩ T u = ∅, i.e. uu / ∈ E, for every unbounded vertex u ∈ H [y, c v ) and every vertex u with c v ≤ c u . Therefore, since we assumed that v ∈ S v , it follows that
For the sequel of the analysis for Case 3, we will compare the total weight w(S v ) of S v with the weight w (Opt(U, y) ) of the independent set Opt(U, y) that does not include vertex v. It is easy to see that if w (S v (U, y) ).
Consider the case where Summarizing Cases 1, 2, and 3, it follows that the condition of the lemma holds also after the iteration of the algorithm, during which the algorithm visits the point p ∈ {a v , d v | v ∈ V } on the line L 2 . This completes the induction step and thus also the proof of the lemma.
We are now ready to present the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5
A maximum weight independent set of a multitolerance graph G = (V , E) with n vertices can be computed using Algorithm 3 in O(|E| + n log n) time.
Proof Let c = min{c v | v ∈ V } − 1 and m be the leftmost marker of M on the line L 1 after the last iteration of the algorithm, i.e. after all vertices of G have been processed. Recall by Definition 10 that Opt(V , c) denotes a maximum weight independent set, which includes vertices u ∈ V such that c ≤ c u , and thus Opt(V , c) is a maximum weight independent set of G. Then, Lemma 8 implies that the returned value W (m) + w (H [c, p m ) ) equals the weight w (Opt(V , c) ) of Opt(V , c). This implies the correctness of Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 can be implemented to run in O(|E| + n log n) time, as follows. First, for the initialization phase of lines 3-8 of the algorithm, we sort in O(n log n) time all unbounded vertices u ∈ V U increasingly according to their endpoints c u on the line L 1 . As we described in the preamble of Algorithm 3, we can store the unbounded vertices in an AVL-tree, such that for any two points q, q on the line L 1 we can compute in O(log n) time the total weight of the unbounded vertices u ∈ V U with c u ∈ [q, q ) (cf. the weight w (H [q, q ) We now analyze the time complexity of lines 10-23 in the main part of the algorithm. As we described in the preamble of the algorithm, the insertion and the location of a marker in the sets M and H can be executed in O(log n) time if we implement the sets M and H with AVL-trees. Therefore, each of the lines 11, 13, 16, 19 , and 21 of the algorithm can be executed in O(log n) time. Furthermore, as we described in the preamble of the algorithm, we can compute the value w(H [q, q )) for two given points q, q of the line w(H [c v , +∞) ).
Therefore, in both lines 14 and 23 of Algorithm 3, we want to find and remove from M all markers all markers m to the left of m * , such that the value W (m) − w(H [p m , +∞)) is smaller than or equal to a given query value Q. This can be implemented as follows. Except for the two AVL-trees that store the values of M and of H , respectively, we also maintain in a balanced binary search tree, for instance an AVL-tree, the markers of the union M ∪ H on the line L 1 . Denote by x.left and x.right the left and the right child of an arbitrary internal vertex of this tree, respectively. Furthermore, at every internal vertex x of the AVL-tree of M ∪ H that stores a marker m ∈ M (resp. a marker h ∈ H ), we store except the weight W (m) (resp. w(h)) also a label (x), which equals the total weight of the markers of H that are stored in the subtree rooted at x. Observe here that the value w(H [p m , +∞)) for any marker m ∈ M can be computed as follows: in the path of the AVL-tree from the root to the internal vertex x that stores m, we sum up the values ( (x) − (x.left)) and ( (y) − (y.left)), for every internal vertex of this path, at which we follow the left child.
We Furthermore, we can update in O(log n) time the labels (x) of the internal vertices x of the AVL-tree of M ∪ H , whenever the sets H or M are modified, as follows. If a marker m is inserted to or removed from M, cf. the lines 14, 21, and 23 of Algorithm 3, then we need to update a constant number of labels (x) during each one of at most O(log n) "trinode restructure" operations (see [12] for more details). Suppose now that a marker h is inserted to H , cf. line 11 of Algorithm 3 (that is, h is inserted in the AVL-tree that stores the markers of H in line 11). Note that we add h to the AVL-tree that stores the markers of M ∪ H after the update of the set M in line 14. Then, we update similarly a constant number of labels (x) during each one of at most O(log n) "trinode restructure" operations (see [12] ). Moreover, following the path from the internal vertex x that stores h to the root, we add the weight w(h) to the label (y) for every internal vertex y of this path that includes vertex x in the subtree rooted at y.
Summarizing, we can implement in O(log n) time the removal of one marker from M in the lines 14 and 23 of Algorithm 3. Thus, since during the execution of Algorithm 3 we need to remove at most O(n) markers from the set M, the total time needed to execute lines 14 and 23 for all iterations of the algorithm is O(n log n). Recall now that the execution of each of the lines 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20 , and 21 of the algorithm can be done in O(log n) time. Therefore, since the lines 10-23 of the algorithm are executed O(n) times, the execution of the lines 9-23 can be done in O(n log n) time. Furthermore, the line 24 can be executed in O(log n) time by just locating the leftmost marker m ∈ M and computing the value w (H [c, p m ) ). Therefore, since the initialization phase of lines 3-8 needs O(|E| + n log n) time, it follows that Algorithm 3 computes the value of a maximum weight independent set of G in O(|E| + n log n) time.
After computing the value w (Opt(V , c) ) of a maximum weight independent set Opt(V , c) in G, we can easily compute in O(n log n) time the set Opt(V , c) itself, instead of its value, as follows. Regarding the complexity of these computations, we need linear time O(n) to traverse M from left to right. For the computation of the above O(n) sets of unbounded vertices, we partition the unbounded vertices u ∈ V U (i.e. the markers of the set H ) into |M| + 1 = O(n) subsets, according to the position of the endpoints c u on the line L 1 . We can determine each of these subsets in O(log n) time using binary search in the AVL-tree that stores the set H . After a partition has been determined, we need constant time for every vertex u ∈ V U in this partition. Therefore, after the termination of Algorithm 3, we can compute in O(n log n) time a maximum weight independent set Opt(V , c) of G, instead of its value. This completes the proof of the theorem.
An Optimal O(n log n) Time Algorithm for Tolerance Graphs
In this section we prove that if the input graph G = (V , E) is a tolerance graph with n vertices, we can slightly modify Algorithm 3, such that it computes a maximum weight independent set of G in optimal O(n log n) time. In particular, if G is a tolerance graph, the trapezoepiped T v of every bounded vertex v ∈ V B in the trapezoepiped representation of G reduces to a parallelepiped, since in this case φ v,1 = φ v,2 . Using this property of the trapezoepiped representation of tolerance graphs, we manage to compute the values w v for all v ∈ V B in O(n log n) time, instead of O(|E| + n log n) time in lines 3-8 of Algorithm 3. Therefore, since the execution of all the remaining lines of Algorithm 3 can be done in O(n log n) time, a maximum weight independent set of a tolerance graph can be computed in O(n log n) time, as the next theorem states.
Theorem 6
A maximum weight independent set of a tolerance graph G = (V , E) with n vertices edges can be computed in O(n log n) time, which is optimal.
Proof Let G be a tolerance graph and v ∈ V B be a bounded vertex of G. Then, since G is a tolerance graph, the left tolerance of v equals its right tolerance, i.e. Therefore, using these values w v for every v ∈ V B , we can compute by Algorithm 3 a maximum weight independent set of G. Since these values w v can be computed in O(n log n) time, and since the execution of all the remaining lines of Algorithm 3 (except lines 3-8) can be done in O(n log n) time (cf. the proof of Theorem 5), a maximum weight independent set of G can be computed in O(n log n) time.
Regarding the optimality of the running time, note that Ω(n log n) is a lower time bound for computing a maximum clique and a maximum independent set in a permutation graph [6, 21] . Furthermore, since the class of permutation graphs is a subclass of tolerance graphs [11] , the same lower bound holds also for tolerance and multitolerance graphs. Therefore, O(n log n) is an optimal running time for computing a maximum weight independent set on tolerance graphs. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Classification of Multitolerance Graphs
In this section we classify the class of multitolerance graphs inside the hierarchy of perfect graphs given in [11] (in Fig. 2.8) . The resulting hierarchy of classes of perfect graphs is complete, i.e. all inclusions are strict 3 . This hierarchy is presented in Fig. 5 . We prove these results by using the trapezoepiped representation of multitolerance graphs presented in Sect. 2, as well as some known results on the hierarchy of perfect graphs given in [11] .
First we briefly review the classes shown in Fig. 5 . Recall that a graph is perfect if the chromatic number of every induced subgraph equals the clique number of this subgraph. A graph G is called alternately orientable if there exists an orientation F of the edges of G which is transitive on every chordless cycle of length at least 4, i.e. the directions of the oriented edges must alternate. A graph G is called weakly chordal (or weakly triangulated) if G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to the chordless cycle C n with n vertices, or to its complement C n , for any n ≥ 5. A vertex order ≺ of a graph G is called perfect if and only if G contains no induced path abcd with a ≺ b and d ≺ c. A graph G is called co-perfectly orderable if its complement G admits a perfect order. Moreover, a comparability graph is a graph which can be transitively oriented and a cocomparability graph is a graph whose complement is a comparability graph. For more definitions we refer to [11] .
Theorem 7
Multitolerance graphs strictly include tolerance and trapezoid graphs, while they are strictly included in weakly chordal graphs.
Proof First recall that any tolerance graph G = (V , E) is also a multitolerance graph, in which the left and right tolerances of every vertex coincide, i.e. t v,1 = t v,2 for every v ∈ V (cf. Definition 2). Furthermore, a graph G is a trapezoid graph if and only if G is a bounded multitolerance graph [23] (also known as bounded bitolerance graph [11] ). Therefore, any trapezoid graph G is also a multitolerance graph. The graph T 2 , which is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , is a tolerance but not a trapezoid graph [11] . Furthermore, the Berlin graph B, which is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) , is a trapezoid but Fig. 5 The classification of multitolerance graphs in the hierarchy of perfect graphs in [11] . This hierarchy is complete, i.e. every inclusion is strict Fig. 6 The graphs (a) T 2 , (b) B (the Berlin graph), and (c) H not a tolerance graph [11] . Therefore, the graph T 2 is a multitolerance but not a trapezoid graph, while the graph B is a multitolerance but not a tolerance graph, and thus multitolerance graphs strictly include both tolerance and trapezoid graphs.
We will now prove that every multitolerance graph is weakly chordal. To this end, we have to prove by the definition of weakly chordal graphs that every multitolerance graph G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to the chordless cycle C n , with n vertices, or to its complement C n , for any n ≥ 5. Since multitolerance graphs are hereditary, it suffices to prove that neither C n nor its complement C n are multitolerance graphs, for any n ≥ 5. Suppose otherwise that C n (resp. C n ) is a multitolerance graph, and let R be a trapezoepiped representation of C n (resp. of C n ). Since bounded multitolerance graphs, i.e. trapezoid graphs, are known to be weakly chordal [11] , it follows that C n (resp. C n ) is not bounded multitolerance. Therefore, there exists at least one inevitable unbounded vertex v in the trapezoepiped representation R of C n (resp. of C n ). Let u be a hovering vertex of v. Then uv / ∈ E by Definition 6 and N(v) ⊆ N(u) by Lemma 4. However, it is easy to verify that for any n ≥ 5, the graph C n (resp. C n ) has no pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v, such that N(v) ⊆ N(u). This is a contradiction, and thus neither C n nor its complement C n are multitolerance graphs, for any n ≥ 5. Therefore every multitolerance graph is weakly chordal.
Consider finally the complement H of the graph H that is illustrated in Fig. 6(c) . The graph H is a weakly chordal but not a trapezoid graph [11] . Suppose that H is a multitolerance graph and let R be a trapezoepiped representation of H . Since H is not a trapezoid (i.e. bounded multitolerance) graph, it follows that R has at least one inevitable unbounded vertex v in the trapezoepiped representation R of H . Let u be a hovering vertex of v. Then uv / ∈ E by Definition 6 and N(v) ⊆ N(u) by Lemma 4. It is now easy to verify that the graph H has no pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v, such that N(v) ⊆ N(u). This is a contradiction, and thus H is not a multitolerance graph. That is, H is a weakly chordal but not a multitolerance graph, and thus multitolerance graphs are strictly included in weakly chordal graphs. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 8
Multitolerance graphs are strictly included in co-perfectly orderable graphs.
Proof First we prove that the complement G of every multitolerance graph G is perfectly orderable, using the trapezoepiped representation of multitolerance graphs. Summarizing, there exists no induced path v 1 v 2 v 3 v 4 of G, such that v 1 ≺ v 2 and v 4 ≺ v 3 . Therefore the vertex order ≺ is perfect, i.e. the complement G of G is perfectly orderable. Finally, the complement C 6 of the chordless cycle C 6 with six vertices is a co-perfectly orderable but not a tolerance graph [11] . Moreover, C 6 is not a multitolerance graph, since every multitolerance graph is weakly chordal by Theorem 7. Therefore, C 6 is a co-perfectly orderable but not a multitolerance graph, and thus multitolerance graphs are strictly included in co-perfectly orderable graphs. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 9
Multitolerance graphs are incomparable with alternately orientable and with cocomparability graphs.
Proof The Berlin graph B, which is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) , is a trapezoid but not an alternately orientable graph [11] . Furthermore the graph T 2 , which is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , is a tolerance but not a cocomparability graph [11] . Therefore, since trapezoid (resp. tolerance) graphs are also multitolerance graphs (cf. Theorem 7), it follows that B (resp. T 2 ) is a multitolerance but not an alternately orientable (resp. cocomparability) graph.
On the other hand, the chordless cycle C 6 with six vertices is an alternately orientable graph, while its complement C 6 is a cocomparability graph [11] . However, C 6 and C 6 are not weakly chordal by the definition of weakly chordal graphs, and thus C 6 and C 6 are also not multitolerance graphs by Theorem 7. Therefore, C 6 (resp. C 6 ) is an alternately orientable (resp. cocomparability) but not a multitolerance graph, and thus multitolerance graphs are incomparable with alternately orientable and with cocomparability graphs. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Conclusions and Further Research
In this article we presented the first non-trivial intersection model for general multitolerance graphs, given by objects in the 3-dimensional space, called trapezoepipeds. This trapezoepiped representation unifies in a simple and intuitive way the well known trapezoid representation for bounded multitolerance graphs and the recently introduced parallelepiped representation for tolerance graphs in [21] . Using this representation, we presented efficient algorithms that compute a minimum coloring, a maximum clique, and a maximum weight independent set on a multitolerance graph, respectively. The running times of the first two algorithms are optimal, while the third algorithm improves the best known running time for the maximum weight independent set on tolerance graphs. In particular, a variation of the latter algorithm computes a maximum weight independent set of a tolerance graph in optimal time, closing thus the complexity gap of [21] . Furthermore, we proved several structural results on the class of multitolerance graphs, which complement the hierarchy of perfect graphs given in [11] . The proposed intersection model provides geometric insight for multitolerance graphs and it can be expected to prove useful in deriving new algorithmic as well as structural results. It remains open to close the gap between the lower bound of Ω(n log n) and the upper bound of O(|E| + n log n) for the weighted independent set on general multitolerance graphs. Furthermore, interesting open problems for further research include the weighted clique problem, the Hamiltonian cycle problem, as well as the recognition problem of general multitolerance graphs. On the contrary, it is known that trapezoid (i.e. bounded multitolerance) graphs can be recognized efficiently [18, 20] , while it is NP-complete to recognize tolerance and bounded tolerance graphs [22] , as well as max-tolerance graphs [16] .
